Voyage of Discovery: Scholarly Electronic Resources on Sinology:

A Lecture by Prof. Yang Mei-Hwa 楊美華

As part of its ongoing Chinese Studies Lecture Series, on the afternoon of November 9, 2012, the National Central Library invited Prof. Yang Mei-Hwa of National Chengchi University’s Graduate Institute of Library, Information, and Archive Studies to the University of Southern California to give a lecture. Prof Yang’s lecture was entitled Voyage of Discovery: Scholarly Electronic Resources on Sinology. She obtained her Ph.D. in Library and Information Science from Indiana University, and her research interests include library management, library and information science education, reader services, and digital learning.

Prof. Yang described the meeting of Chinese Studies research and electronic resources as a “beautiful chance encounter” between traditional culture and modern technology, and then went on to introduce the diverse range of electronic resources for Chinese Studies research that Taiwan has to offer. Researchers can choose what they need from among the resources available and carry out research in much more effective ways, allowing them to leap across international boundaries, access resources online from any location at any time, and elevate knowledge and information to information flows.
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